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Introduction

On June 28, 2001, the Joan Shorenstein Center on the Press, Politics and Public Policy sponsored a

conference in Washington, DC on an issue we consider to be both very important and rarely addressed: “Race

and the Press.” The objective of the conference was to examine the complicated entwining of race and media

from both local and national perspectives. The urgency of the issue was underscored by our luncheon speak-

er, Former President Bill Clinton, who chose this occasion to make his first public address in Washington since

leaving office.

Our intent was to take a clear-eyed look at the interaction of media and race as it exists in mid-2001.

We did not seek to be definitive or encyclopedic, but instead to bring as sharp a focus as possible to the issues

our panelists regard as the important ones. We invited some of the most insightful people we knew to take

part, and shaped the conference around two large themes – the local story and the national story of race and

the press. Our goal was to use this conference to paint a portrait of the way it is now when it comes to the

media and race, and then to use this portrait to prompt and guide future action.

We asked North Carolina State University’s Professor Robert Entman, a conference panelist, top

scholar in the area of race and the media, and former colleague from his days as the Visiting Lombard

Professor at the Shorenstein Center, to write a report based on the issues discussed at the conference. We were

certain that the discussion would merit a wider audience than the hundreds assembled at the Hotel

Washington back in June.

The Shorenstein Center is a Harvard research center at the John F. Kennedy School of Government.

Created in 1986 through a generous gift by Walter and Phyllis Shorenstein, the Center is dedicated to explor-

ing the intersection of press, politics and public policy in theory and practice. Since its beginning, the Center

has been active in examining many aspects of race and the media — through studies of press coverage of race

in Crown Heights, the LA riots, the coverage and disputed impact of welfare reform, the 2000 presidential

election, and the challenges associated with implementing diversity in the newsroom. The Center sponsors

individual research projects, a Visiting Fellowship and Faculty program, courses, and regular events at Harvard

– all in an attempt to engage students, the public, journalists, scholars and policymakers in discussions about a

range of press and public policy topics.

This year’s June conference was launched on the heels of a study by Deborah Mathis, a Shorenstein

Fellow based in Washington, and conversations with Marvin Kalb, executive director of the Center’s

Washington Office. Deborah’s study of the post-election news coverage’s not-so benign neglect of non-white

voices led us back to the larger issue of race and the media and to the conference we so proudly sponsored.

We were fortunate to be able to bring together a former president of the United States, a bevy of prominent

Harvard scholars and leaders from the journalism community to share their thoughts on one of the most per-

vasive problems that continues to eat away at our great nation. I am delighted to be able to present this sum-

mary of the discussion, so ably written by our friend and colleague, Bob Entman.

Alex S. Jones
Director
Joan Shorenstein Center on the
Press, Politics and Public Policy
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The Shorenstein Center’s Conference on Race and the Press

offered a timely and searching exploration of issues cur-

rently receiving scrutiny by scholars, journalists and increas-

ingly, the citizenry at large. Featuring discussion among sever-

al distinguished editors, reporters, and scholars and a keynote

address by former President William Jefferson Clinton, the

conference revolved around such key issues as these:

• Are the news media doing an adequate job covering the

news of a progressively more diverse society in which

members of the long-dominant white, Euro-American

ethnic groups are heading toward minority status?

• If the media exhibit deficiencies in covering multicul-

tural America, exactly what should be done, and how

much can be done given the economic pressures that

constrain all media organizations?

• Should news personnel consciously take race and eth-

nicity1 into account when choosing and reporting the

news, or are ethnic identities best left out of journal-

ists’ calculations?

Perhaps for the first time since the landmark Kerner

Report of 1968,2 the impacts of the media on race relations

have become matters of public controversy. Several forces

have converged to place media and race on the agenda. First,

President Clinton’s Initiative on Race (1997–98), although

foreshortened by the controversies that engulfed the admin-

istration in its latter years, stimulated frank public discussion

of race across the country. More recently, several scholarly

books written with a broader audience in mind have investi-

gated the nexus of race and media.3 The 2000 Election, with

its disputes over disparate treatment of African American

and Hispanic versus Anglo voters in the decisive state of

Florida (and elsewhere4), also drew attention to power differ-

entials among groups and the media’s role in sustaining

them. In addition, the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) has placed

improving media images of blacks near the top of its agenda,

and other ethnic organizations have followed suit.5 Finally,

data from the 2000 U.S. Census point to an even greater than

expected acceleration in the ethnic diversity of the country.6

This point reinforces a central theme of President Clinton’s

speech, which emphasized globalization and interdepend-

ence as forces spurring the need for inter-ethnic harmony

within and outside the United States—and for media that

recognize these imperatives.

FRAMING THE ISSUES FOR JOURNALISM

The dominant view among the journalists and news executives

represented on the panel seems to mix concern, optimism, and

frustration with the way newsroom culture and the pressures of

the market combine in shaping journalism’s contributions to

race relations. Although the panelists themselves did not put it

this way, an analysis and distillation of their observations based

on the scholarly literature might look something like the fol-

lowing. The professional norms of journalism, and the standard

operating procedures that implement these norms7 have unin-

tended consequences for race relations in America. Arguably,

the four norms at the core of American journalism are:

1. Follow the power: the activities of powerful govern-

ment institutions should take highest priority in news

judgments.

2. Report objectively: In answering the standard “Who,

What, When, Where, Why” questions, provide equiva-

lent treatment to the sides in disputes, and avoid

injecting substantive personal judgments into stories.

3. Ensure accuracy through institutional corroboration:

Validate factual assertions designed to answer the five

questions by using credible institutions or witnesses

(court records, police statements, official reports).

4. Protect the bottom line: Report in accordance with the

above three precepts, but accept the constraints and

standards established by the need to maintain prof-

itability and satisfy legal requirements to stockholders.

Although perfectly understandable and in many ways

useful, these norms and associated journalistic procedures,

which took root in a much more homogeneous culture than

that of 21st century America, may neglect important and

sometimes paradoxical side effects of manufacturing and dis-

tributing news to an increasingly diverse public. These include

the creation of a distorted profile of role models, the implant-

ing and reinforcement of group stereotypes, and the under-

mining of long-term profitability. Thus the professional

norms and institutionalized practices of news organizations

rooted in a simpler and culturally more insular American soci-

ety, may clash with the culturally and ethnically heterogenous,

globalizing American political economy of the 21st century.

For instance, if the normal daily routine of Washington

journalism includes telling the audience what the president,

his subordinates and key players on Capitol Hill are plan-

ning, proposing, and debating, and if virtually all of them are

white, an inadvertent by-product of newsmaking will be a

dearth of non-whites demonstrating competence and mak-

ing major positive contributions to the nation’s business. For

whites, longstanding cultural stereotypes and misunder-

standings of non-whites readily fill in the blanks, reinforced

by residential and social segregation that obstructs develop-

ment of empathetic first-hand intimate relationships across

SHORENSTEIN CENTER CONFERENCE ON RACE AND THE PRESS
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group lines. The stereotypes and misapprehensions are any-

thing but objective and accurate.

A second example of the way that journalism’s govern-

ing norms, rooted in an unmindful assumption of a homo-

geneous, white (and largely Anglo-Saxon) culture can be

found in the idea of accuracy. To those (including some at the

conference) who allege that the local media devote far too

much attention to street crime committed by blacks and oth-

ers outside the dominant group, journalists can fairly

respond that the disproportionate minority presence merely

reflects higher than average crime rates, as demonstrated by

court records and government statistics. But there is much

more to the story of crime by non-whites, most of it well-

understood by journalists but poorly integrated into their

reporting. Journalists know (and President Clinton’s address

reminded them) that there is a tremendous disparity

between treatment of drug offenders who are white and

those who are not, and they know that racial profiling per-

sists. Both of these contextual facts inflate the arrest and

incarceration rates of people of color.

Consequently, by defining newsworthy “crime” as those

acts which result in the entry of the accused into police cus-

tody and the judicial process, journalists impart a racial skew

to their crime coverage. The texts of the crime stories may be

accurate in themselves, they

may be impartial, but they

may promote inaccurate

stereotypes in the thinking

of many white persons who

lack the contextual infor-

mation and are also prone,

for a host of psychological

and social reasons, to

engage in stereotyping.8

Since subtle racial cues in

news reports can alter

whites’ political opinions

and voting preferences,9 seemingly objective and accurate

reporting can in practice promote a particular side in con-

flicts over race-related public policy and candidates, and

reinforce empirically invalid stereotypes.

The concern with short-term profitability has until

quite recently led most news enterprises to pitch their prod-

ucts to a lowest common denominator, an imagined con-

sumer who is white and working or middle class. But

between growing competition for audiences’ time, changing

generations (a cohort of young people raised on video

games, the internet, and cable channels like Comedy Central

and MTV) and the shifting ethnic composition of many met-

ropolitan areas, most daily news outlets confronted with

declining circulation and ratings recognize the need to alter

their habits. Still, white-dominated newsrooms cut off from

ethnic and youth communities, following their standard

news definitions and newsmaking processes, may in some

cases be producing news of declining relevance to the evolv-

ing mass audience. This heightens pressures on the bottom

line and sets up a vicious cycle: in the view of several pan-

elists, it is precisely the intensifying profit chase (and associ-

ated cost-cutting and sensationalizing) that militates against

the kind of high quality journalism that yields contextualized

reporting of race relations and of non-white communities.

PRESIDENT CLINTON’S SPEECH

President Clinton’s keynote address provided a useful context

for understanding debates over race and media. Mr. Clinton

emphasized globalization and interdependence as forces

spurring the need for inter-ethnic harmony within and out-

side the United States. The U.S. is linked more and more

closely to countries throughout the world via instantaneous

communication networks, fostering commercial and trading

relationships that bind economies and cultures in unprece-

dented relationships of mutual reliance. Communities of

immigrants from dozens of nations and ethnic or language

groups now live in the United States while using those same

communication technologies and commercial ties to main-

tain close relationships with their countries of origin.

The defining character of the world today, said Mr.

Clinton, is not “globalism” but “interdependence,” and the

key question is whether interdependence will have positive or

negative impacts on people’s lives. Mr. Clinton cited a book

by Robert Wright entitled Nonzero.10 It argues that societies

today are far more complex than in previous epochs and as a

result are far more interdependent than ever, and it asserts

that evolutionary forces actually encourage cooperation as

interdependence grows. Zero sum outcomes arise where my

gain is your loss; this kind of thinking is, Mr. Clinton sug-

gested, outmoded in an interdependent world. Global inter-

dependence makes it both possible and important to develop

production processes, commercial practices, trade relations,

and resolutions of issues that clearly benefit all affected par-

ties—that make for non-zero sum outcomes 

Globalization itself has had mixed effects, he said. It has

brought new economic opportunities and increased living

standards to many places. But still half the people of the

world live on less than $2 a day, most of them people of color,

and the same persons experience inadequate health care and

education. The United States’s ability to lead in building a

better future will depend in significant part on this society’s

ability to solve its own inter-ethnic problems. America must

teach by example if it seeks to help banish destructive ethnic

strife; implicitly, Mr. Clinton suggested that apparently dis-

tant conflicts in places like Kosovo or Rwanda ultimately

. . . seemingly objective

and accurate reporting

can in practice promote

a particular side in con-

flicts over race-related

public policy and candi-

dates, and reinforce

empirically invalid
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have negative effects even on Americans in this interdepend-

ent world.

And the media, Mr. Clinton said, will have a “profound

impact” in helping Americans understand and appreciate

each other’s differences and commonalities. Mr Clinton cited

the practice of racial profiling as a particularly pernicious

example of zero-sum behavior that should be banned by law,

and he challenged the media to provide the contextual

understandings that will promote “nonzero” cooperation

among America’s diverse groups. “It is inconceivable that we

will do what we ought unless you help people deal with the

facts in a calm way,” Mr. Clinton said.

Mr. Clinton brought up as another example of contin-

uing discrimination the sentencing disparities between

whites and non-whites involved in non-violent drug crimes.

He urged legislative efforts to reform mandatory minimum

sentencing laws that disproportionately incarcerate people of

color—at great cost to all taxpayers, white and non-white, as

well as to detainees. Mr. Clinton endorsed the importance of

the media providing contextual understandings that would

help finish America’s “unfinished business of race” by edu-

cating whites about the opportunity gaps, discrimination,

and other experiences faced by non-whites, thereby promot-

ing a public opinion more supportive of policy solutions.

“We have to be able to count on you not to be silent about

the things that matter,” Mr. Clinton noted. Indeed, he said,

“You can’t expect a politician who has to run for election to

be for this [sentencing reforms] without some support from

the electorate based on [their understanding of] options and

new information.” Beyond public policy, Mr. Clinton sug-

gested, the ultimate goal for media should be presenting

America’s religious and cultural diversity “not as a problem

to be solved but an asset to be celebrated.”

THE LOCAL MEDIA

Both panel discussions preceded President Clinton’s talk but

many points of connection are apparent. The panel discus-

sions gave some reason for hope that the media might have

the will and the means to live up to his charge—and some

reason to fear that they might not. For while Mr. Clinton

described the changing social context in which race relations

play out, and emphasized the importance to all Americans of

understanding it, panelists suggested that contextual under-

standing may be lacking not merely among the American

(especially white) public, but among the journalists who are

the ostensible suppliers of context.

The first panel focused on local news of race-related

matters, and suggested that educating Americans in nonzero

thinking may require quite a long effort. (Full titles of all pan-

elists are listed at the end of this report.) The situation now,

at least as painted by Harvard professor Robert Blendon, sug-

gests either a systematic failure of media reporting on the lives

and communities of non-whites, a refusal of white media

audiences to believe or remember what they read and see, or,

most likely, some of each. Blendon described vast differences

between the way whites perceive the conditions under which

non-whites live, and the experiences non-whites themselves

report. Nearly half of blacks in a recent national poll said they

had faced serious discrimi-

nation and over 80% said

they suffered occasional

incidents of adverse public

behavior (poor service,

racial slurs, fearful or defen-

sive behavior, and lack of

respect) from members of

other groups. Large majori-

ties of Asians and Latinos

also reported such experi-

ences.11 Yet, as Professor Blendon recounted at the conference,

majorities of whites in a recent survey (and others) deny the

persistence of discrimination and thus do not believe minori-

ties need special federal policies to help them overcome its

effects.12 This gap in perception is both a residue and cause of

continuing racial disharmony.

Several panelists emphasized that a closer connection

between newsrooms and non-white communities would

provide a mechanism for closing these perceptual chasms

among audiences. Paul Tash of the St. Petersburg Times

emphasized the important contributions that having a

diverse staff had made to his paper’s ability to cover news

more comprehensively, accurately, and creatively. He cited

several examples, including the story written by an Indian

reporter on an Indian woman who defied her father by mar-

rying a non-Indian. The reporter’s own life experiences

enabled him to understand these events and their signifi-

cance to the Indian community and to convey it to the wider

readership. Gerald Boyd of the New York Times discussed the

way upward class mobility can work to isolate non-white

reporters from their ethnic communities. It is important to

maintain the connection, even for reporters who share eth-

nic background with subjects of their stories. Paula Madison

of NBC’s Los Angeles television affiliate mentioned over-

reliance upon police scanners to select stories, a practice that

is both symptom and cause of poor communication between

reporters and the diverse communities they must serve.

Panelists also discussed the need for more honest dia-

logue among and between members of non-white and white

communities. The dearth of understanding feeds on the rar-

ity of frank discussion, in person or in the media. Paula

Madison suggested that news organizations hold systematic

meetings with community groups to find out their issues and

. . . majorities of whites

in a recent survey . . .

deny the persistence of

discrimination and thus

do not believe minori-

ties need special federal
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concerns. However, Gerald Boyd cautioned that such dia-

logues could be painful and even misleading if participants

assume that a handful of people can speak for large commu-

nities whose members hold a variety of political orientations.

Paula Madison also recommended professional training for

newsrooms conducted by facilitators who can guide news

organizations’ internal discussions of race matters in produc-

tive directions. It will prove difficult to report adequately on

race and encourage honest dialogue among readers and

viewers if such discussion has not occurred within the news-

room itself, Madison argued.

In common with the national media panel and with

President Clinton, this group came back frequently to the

importance of providing context that would aid audience

members (particularly whites) to more fully understand the

causes and meaning of the images they see. For instance,

local news (especially on television) devotes so much time to

crime because, in Gerald Boyd’s words, “Crime is news.

People want it and expect it.” But uncontextualized stories

about crime, often populated with non-white protagonists,

have very little informational value and considerable poten-

tial to activate racial resentment. Consequently, as Boyd put

it, crime coverage without balance and context is “wrong

morally and ethically and makes journalists less relevant” to

their increasingly diverse potential audiences. Thus there is

an economic incentive for media to begin providing more

context as well as a moral imperative. And supplying whites

with more nuanced contextual depictions of non-whites,

according to Blendon’s poll data, offers the necessary foun-

dation for productive dialogue across ethnic lines.

THE NATIONAL MEDIA

Panelists on the panel considering national news emphasized

the growing complexity of ethnic relations as the country

endeavors to make a transition from the long-dominant

black-white paradigm. In Harvard Law Professor Christopher

Edley’s words, “Race is not rocket science, it’s harder than

rocket science.” Among other things, this means journalists

who cover race must be well versed in the sociology, psychol-

ogy, history, and politics of inter-group relations in the United

States. Such qualifications, unfortunately, are not often on

display. If anything, said Edley, his experience suggests quite

the opposite: especially among younger white male journal-

ists, a belief that the biggest race problem in the U.S. is the

“oppression of white males.” Such notions are common

among much of the larger white public;13 if Edley’s observa-

tion about journalists is valid, it suggests that many journal-

ists may be no better informed than the readers and viewers

they are supposed to be informing.

Compounding the ignorance is a widespread feeling at

least among white journalists that, as Ray Suarez of PBS put

it, the U.S. long ago “slayed the dragon” of discrimination.

Said Suarez, “there’s a feeling in the newsroom of ‘Oh, that

again—we’ve been doing that [race] story for decades’.”

Deborah Mathis, a Shorenstein fellow who was formerly a

Gannett correspondent, added that the great attention given

unusually heinous hate crimes, such as the Texas murder by

two white men of a black man they dragged behind a truck,

has a paradoxical effect of inducing complacency about race.

After all, the audience rea-

sons, “I would never do

something like this; if that is

what racism is, then I most

certainly am not a racist

and hardly anyone is.” This

“race fatigue” among jour-

nalists and audiences is

compounded by the feeling

in the white-dominated media and perhaps among large

swaths of the population both white and black, that perhaps

we have made as much progress as we are going to. This

means there is no more need for agonizing discussions of the

type, for example, that President Clinton’s Initiative on Race

sought to stimulate. And the growing complexities make

avoidance even more psychologically and perhaps politically

attractive; at least when the major racial conflict was black-

white its parameters were fairly well known and fixed.

These observations sparked perhaps the biggest dispute

of the conference. On one side was Harvard sociology profes-

sor Orlando Patterson, who argued that far from neglecting

the story of race, the media actually impose race frames on

many stories where none belong. He said that reporters play

up the race angle in order to get their stories on the air or on

page one. He cited as examples some of the dominant news

stories of the 1990s. For example, both of the main protago-

nists in the Clarence Thomas story (the Supreme Court nom-

inee and his accuser, Anita Hill) were African American. The

proper frame was gender,

not race. Yet just because the

press saw black people cen-

trally involved, Patterson

contended, it decided this

must have been a story

about race. Similarly for the

Los Angeles riot, a multi-

ethnic affair in which the

majority of participants

were apparently not black: media coverage framed the upris-

ing as largely one of blacks protesting the acquittal of the

police accused of beating Rodney King.14 Patterson urged that

the real conflicts in these matters, such as gender and class,

take center stage in the news.

the great attention
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Among several panelists who rejected Patterson’s diag-

nosis and prescription, Carole Simpson of ABC News most

emphatically pointed to the pressures of heightening compe-

tition on the traditional broadcast networks’ news opera-

tions. These have instilled an overwhelming focus on main-

taining profit and cutting costs, and that means doing the

easy and entertaining stories, cutting way back on the kind of

expensive enterprise or investigative reporting that might

provide context for news about America’s diverse groups or

their relationships. Going further, panel moderator Marvin

Kalb of the Shorenstein Center’s Washington office cited a

study written by former network news executive Av Westin.15

The Westin study found that race is indeed a criterion in news

selection but in the opposite direction from that described by

Orlando Patterson: stories are kept off the air when they focus

on minority members. News producers seem to feel that such

stories will only interest members of the group and therefore

the majority audience will tune them out. Detailed minute-

by-minute ratings data appear to confirm that audience size

drops when stories emphasize non-whites (presumably this

does not include crime or sports reports). Given the pressures

of competition, few news operations can afford to disregard

what they see as the preferences of their core (white) audi-

ences, so the neglect of race persists.

Beyond the economics and the fatigue, Ray Suarez

cited the importance of politicians’ talk to the content of the

news, a point long emphasized by scholars.16 For example, far

from imposing a gratuitous race frame as asserted by

Orlando Patterson, when it came to the coverage of the 2000

election controversies, Suarez argued, key stories were

stripped of their racial subtext. Thus the decision of Florida

officials to strike alleged felons from the list of eligible voters

had a clear racial impact—a majority of those stricken

(many of whom should have in fact been eligible under

Florida law) were non-whites.17 But both Democrats and

more obviously Republicans had reasons for remaining silent

about the implicit racial profiling that led to disproportion-

ate disenfranchising of minority voters in Florida, and the

media for a variety of reasons rarely have the independent

ability to reframe stories on their own. Political elites have a

key role to play, then, in providing a racial frame and a larg-

er racial context to stories that merit such treatment. At the

same time, it is politicians who often share the responsibility

when, as Orlando Patterson argued, journalists do impose an

inappropriate racial frame.18 

One admittedly partial internal solution aired at the

conference would be for journalists to mindfully choose

non-whites when the story calls for experts and other posi-

tive role models, and in this way offer powerful, counter-

stereotypical exemplars to white and non-white audiences

alike.19 Currently, this is not the norm. Deborah Mathis

described the study she undertook at the Center of the guests

on 158 public affairs talk shows concerning the 2000 election

controversy. There were a total of 750 guest appearances

(e.g., excluding James Baker, Warren Christopher and other

principals to the story). Twenty different black persons

appeared, accounting for 44 guest appearances on the shows.

In other words, 94 percent of guest appearances were by

whites.20 Panelists cited several reasons for this pattern.

Christopher Edley noted that those who select guests do not

perceive persons of color as neutral experts. Therefore they

will readily choose non-whites as guests only when the show

is designed as a “mud wrestling” contest of strident advo-

cates. In addition, guest bookers worry only about the next

show. Nobody on the staff monitors overall long-term trends

in guests’ ethnicity, let alone seeks to balance representations

ethnically. On the other hand, Carole Simpson said that ABC

does make a conscious

effort to provide diverse

guests on “Nightline,” and

on the news shows she

anchors, to illustrate pover-

ty by showing the white

poor in Appalachia rather

than stereotype-reinforcing

images of the black poor in

central cities. Relatedly,

Suarez observed that media

have many opportunities to

show images of individuals

that stand for people or Americans in general—stories

about, say, the effects of pollution, controversies over genetic

engineering, or retirement planning. Rarely if ever do non-

whites provide the illustrations of just plain people. In this

way, the media indicate the continued assumption that the

“default mode, regular communities” are those of whites.

A parallel issue arises when it comes to assigning

reporters. Should news organizations not only seek to hire a

diverse news staff (a point not contested at the conference) but

consider ethnicity when assigning reporters to stories? Here

again Orlando Patterson argued the case for de-emphasizing

race. In his view, editors should not ghettoize blacks or other

non-whites by assigning them to report the race beat or race

stories. On the other hand, Carole Simpson argued, assigning

white reporters alone to do the stories of race and ethnicity in

America is undesirable as well. She proposed a (diverse) team

approach and this seemed to win general assent.

Taeku Lee, a professor at the Kennedy School, discussing

the substantive content of stories, raised perhaps the most per-

plexing conflict that news operations face when they do cover
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non-white communities. On the one hand, reporting the

problems confronting non-whites threatens to stereotype peo-

ple of color as victims or

sources of problems that

might require expensive,

taxpayer financed solutions,

or other burdens falling

heavily (though not exclu-

sively) on the current major-

ity group. On the other

hand, if journalists decide to

focus on the good news and

positive contributions com-

ing out of non-white com-

munities, the danger is rein-

forcing the denial of dis-

crimination and complacent

sense that we’ve put those

issues behind us—the race

fatigue—that is already all

too common.

The key to resolving

this conundrum is providing accurate context for under-

standing both kinds of stories. The problems faced by non-

whites most often result in major part from deficiencies in

the operation of the political, educational, and economic

systems. They do not arise from non-whites’ moral failings

or other inherent deficiencies relative to whites. But it is easy

for whites to believe that they do. In the same way, the posi-

tive experiences and activities of non-whites also mark not

merely the positive attributes of the individuals involved,

but successful outcomes of the same larger, interacting sys-

tems. If news reports routinely provided this contextual

understanding of the interwoven systems that shape, sup-

port, or undermine the good qualities and achievements of

every individual American, they would contribute signifi-

cantly to ameliorating some of the deleterious effects that

media practices now have on intergroup relations.

CONCLUSION

Perhaps the dominant themes at the conference could be

boiled down as follows: the culture is becoming more

diverse, and as a result, the market is speaking in more com-

plex and insistent ways than ever to the news media (and

entertainment media as well). These two factors pose chal-

lenges to the longstanding norms and routines governing the

media. The implications of these changes for the responsibil-

ities and opportunities of the media, and ultimately for pub-

lic opinion, therefore merit vigorous and continual public

dialogue, for they will deeply affect the future of democratic

citizenship in a multi-ethnic society.

The media’s responses to market pressures can have

both helpful and problematic effects on race relations. On

the one hand, there appears to be a growing deployment of

resources, especially in print media and on specialized cable

channels, toward covering news of minority communities

more frequently and with more depth. In this way, the news

media protect their market positions while potentially help-

ing to incorporate groups

traditionally left out on the

margins of public dis-

course. On the other hand,

white audiences may pay

little attention to these news

niches (e.g., special sections

or neighborhood editions

of daily newspapers, ethnic

magazines, or specialized

shows on ethnic cable chan-

nels). Moreover, in considering the optimal moves for news

organizations, both in terms of commercial success and of

serving larger democratic goals, the issue of fragmenting and

thus culturally segregating the audience along ethnic lines

arises in bold relief. Segmenting the audience into ethnic

enclaves may prove the most economically efficient, profit-

generating solution for news operations,21 and may help to

serve those groups’ specialized information needs. But where

that leaves the function of nourishing a common public

sphere that includes all ethnic groups, via truly mass media,

remains unclear.

. . . reporting the 

problems confronting

non-whites threatens to

stereotype people of

color as victims or

sources of problems that

might require expensive,

taxpayer financed 

solutions . . . On the

other hand, if journalists

decide to focus on the

good news and positive

contributions coming

out of non-white 

communities, the danger

is reinforcing the denial

of discrimination

Segmenting the 

audience into ethnic

enclaves may prove 

the most economically

efficient, profit-

generating solution for

news operations . . .
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